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Ferguson Caukin: Marriage
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The curtains reached like pillars charred,
Alone resisting and unbent.
The breezes. too the curtains barred,
.And straying sounds with stillness blent.
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Yet intermittent and uncertain,
. In acc~nts hushed the shadows spoke,
And fe1t~bout each listening curtain
The hidden, yielding walls to stroke.

.

Yet long before the widening sky
Swelled light before the shifting sun,
The eyes that strained at creak and sigh
• By heavy sleep were overrun. - ·
And so the mirror cleared with light;
The soot of night was swept away.
Beyond the blinds the world grew bright,
And terrors lost themselves in day.
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look and see this being that is I
'fhile mirrored by this presence that is Youlfhe. You I, as your mirror, modify
Firom time to time, as given a further view.
Mirror reflecting mirror, clear as speech,
Are You and I, one square and firmly framed
And one contoured in oval, each to each
Adjusting what the shifting years have claimed
o what they have bestowed,-while glass to glass
ur glancing images of youth recede
issolved through later likenesses, they pass) ,
nd show Us Many, Two,-and One, indeed,
en there is flashed a slant of light whereby
e glimpse that I am You and You are I.
I
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The gazer on the stars is well-engrossed.
His noble foot has spumed the earth; his eye
Is traveling outward, outward, toward the ,host
Of .worlds immaculate lenses clarify. .
Patient, 'he bids his mind to take as wax
The needling of vague theories into grooves:
As time and space slide curving on their tracks,
He calmly measures, listens, figures, proves,Shrugging the rasping disk of t!t~ mortal spasm'
As a trifling pang, worth but the bitten lip.
And what if man fight man beside the chasm?
And what if man weave backward, clutch, and slip?
Sweetly do the eons drown the fuss
Of Now in music of the calculus.
J

II
There is the far and splendid viewl-but stuck
But stuck but stuck the playing disk-rePeats
Discords where my heart's music is; ill-luck
Has geaFed earth's fair recordings to defeats.
.And I, lacking the patient mind, mulr peer
Into the glass converging inward: blurred
Is my 'poor focusing upon this sphere
By sweat of mourners for the massacred.
,.
If time shall strip ·away man's blinding-fold
To blink his wisdom in unpitying .light,
How should it matter so, this creeping mold
Of human wretchedness that fouls my sight?
Some eons off, it ma:y not matter ·ho~.But ok, it matters now! it matters now!
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